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Abstract

We describe a step-by-step protocol and toolkit for the computation of the relative

dissociation free energy (RDFE) with the GROMACS molecular dynamics package,

based on a novel bidirectional nonequilibrium alchemical approach. The proposed

methodology does not require any intervention on the code and allows computing

with good accuracy the RDFE between small molecules with arbitrary differences in

volume, charge, and chemical topology. The procedure is illustrated for the challeng-

ing SAMPL9 batch of host–guest pairs. The article is supplemented by a detailed

online tutorial, available at https://procacci.github.io/vdssb_gromacs/NE-RDFE and

by a public Zenodo repository available at https://zenodo.org/record/6982932.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

The determination of accurate relative dissociation free energies

(RDFEs) using computational techniques based on molecular dynam-

ics (MD) simulations is becoming a major industrial asset1 in the hit-

to-lead optimization for drug discovery. According to the consensus

approach in MD-based calculations, the RDFE is computed via a

thermodynamic cycle where the ligand is transmuted into a strictly

congeneric compound2 in the bound state and in bulk solvent. The

RDFE is given by the difference between the transmutation free

energies in the two legs of the cycle. The latter are obtained by set-

ting up the so-called alchemical stratification,3 that is, a discrete

series of nonphysical thermodynamic states where the system is

characterized by an alchemical parameter λ defining a chimeric

ligand with intermediate bonded and nonbonded potential functions

gradually connecting the two end-state congeneric ligands. The free

energy between the alchemical λ-states is computed via the so-

called Bennett acceptance ratio (BAR)4 in the context of free-energy

perturbation theory (FEP).5

Sampling issues and dependence on the starting conditions are

known to critically impair the accuracy and reliability of RDFE

predictions.6–9 In state-of-the-art FEP implementations, to overcome

such issues and boost the transitions between conformational states,

the calculation is performed using a Hamiltonian Replica Exchange

Method (HREM)10–13 allowing the periodic exchanges between

λ-configurations (λ-hopping) with a probability regulated by a

Metropolis-like criterion. At the same time, the potential function

involving the transmuting ligand and the binding site (the so-called

“hot-region”14) is also down-scaled (i.e., heated) along the replica pro-

gression, with a “temperature” reaching the climax at the center of

the stratification and being normal at the true thermodynamic end-

states.14 Such alchemical λ-hopping scheme with the hot-zone is
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known with the acronym FEP+ and has been recently implemented in

the commercial suite Desmond15 by the s/w company Schrodinger.

FEP+, while using simultaneously the alchemical and the hot-

zone scaling factors in the generalized ensemble, is nonetheless imple-

mented as a one-dimensional HREM with no scaling at the

end-states.16 As such, the methodology may suffer from limitations

such a sluggish convergence17,18 or poor enhanced sampling capabili-

ties in challenging systems.16,19,20 Also, transmutations are usually lim-

ited to the so-called R-group perturbations, where a single substituent

or atom is transformed into another substituent or atom. FEP-based

RDFE generally do not involve scaffold-hopping or ring breaking21,22

and transmutations between congeneric molecules differing by more

than one substituent are generally carried out through the so-called

perturbation graphs, using uninteresting connecting intermediate

ligands.23,24 Recently, modifications of the common FEP-based single

topology approach with dummy atoms have been proposed to cope

with ring breaking and scaffold hopping in RBFE calculations.25–27

However, these techniques are quite complex and system-dependent.

Hence, unlike the proposed methodology, they are not easily amena-

ble to be routinely implemented in hit-to-lead in silico projects. Limits

of these FEP-based methodologies for scaffold hopping were amply

discussed in [28] and in the recent authoritative reviews on RBFE and

ABFE (see, e.g., [29, 30]).

Recently, we have devised a bidirectional nonequilibrium

(NE) alchemical technique affording the calculation of the RDFE

between non-congeneric chemical compounds differing in volume,

chemical connectivity and net charge (NE-RDFE).31 The method relies

on a preliminary HREM sampling of the end-states where the fully

coupled ligand, say A, coexists with the decoupled partner, say (B),

with the definition of the hot-region involving both ligands and the

host binding site. The dual topology (DT) end-states are then con-

nected by a series of fast NE independent alchemical trajectories

where the ligand is decoupled and the ghost partner is re-coupled,

conducted in both the forward and reverse direction (i.e. A(B) ! (A)B

and B(A) ! (B)A). The RDFE is recovered from the forward and

reverse work distribution exploiting the Crooks theorem32 and the

Bennett acceptance ratio.4,33 The dissipation (defined as the differ-

ence between the mean NE work and the underlying free energy, and

affecting accuracy and precision in NE-RDFE calculations) is signifi-

cantly tamed as the ghost molecule (or most of it) is let grow (i.e., its

interaction with the environment is alchemically switched on) in the

cavity that is occupied by decoupling partner, using a weak harmonic

restraint between the centers of mass of the two ligands, with no

effects on the resulting RDFE as rigorously proved in Reference 31.

The NE-RDFE methodology was implemented in the ORAC

code34 and successfully applied to the SAMPL935 host–guest sys-

tems.31 In this note, we describe in detail how this inherently mas-

sively parallel technique can be straightforwardly adapted to the

GROMACS code36 with no intervention on the source code. Due to

the lack of any modification on the GROMACS source code, there are

technical differences in the ORAC and GROMACS implementation of

NE-RDFE involving in particular the λ alchemical protocol. These

differences and their impact on the calculation will be highlighted in

the following sections.

In the accompanying Zenodo archive at https://zenodo.org/

record/6982932, we provide all necessary files and ancillary scripts to

run NE-RDFE calculations with GROMACS for the case the SAMPL9

host–guest systems involving the WP6 (carboxy-pillar[6]arene) cavi-

tand with ammonium/diammonium cationic guests. While the data

refer to the SAMPL9 host–guest systems, the Zenodo setup and ancil-

lary scripts37 can be applied to any RDFE hit-to-lead project by fol-

lowing the guidelines in the GitHub tutorial https://procacci.github.

io/vdssb_gromacs/NE-RDFE.

2 | THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

The theory of bidirectional NE-RDFE is described in full detail in Ref-

erence 31. Here, we provide a brief summary of how the method

works. NE-RDFE relies on a preliminary high-quality sampling using

Replica Exchange Solute Tempering (REST)12,14 of the complex (the

bound state) and of the ligand in bulk solvent (the unbound state), as

well as an enhanced sampling of the ligand in the gas-phase for all

guests. The initial end-states configurations of the DT system can

then be prepared by combining gas-phase configurations of the ghost

ligand (B) with those of the fully coupled ligand A in the bound and

unbound state, taking care that the distance between the centers of

mass of the two ligands, with arbitrary mutual orientation, follows a

Gaussian distribution with a variance of RT/k, where k is the force

constant of the center of mass COM-COM harmonic restraint. These

A(B) combined configurations in the bound or unbound state could

have been generated by a simulation with the ghost (B) tethered to A

via the COM-COM harmonic potential. Also note that k of the order

of a few kcal/molÅ2 is sufficient to set the distance between the

ligands COM of order of the fraction of the Angstrom at standard

temperature. While the free energy of the transmutation is indepen-

dent on k,31 the dissipation and hence accuracy and precision in a real

calculation (few hundreds of NE trajectories) are not. An excessively

loose restraint may let the initially ghost ligand grow far from the

binding site with a high probability, whereas a too tight COM-COM

restraint can hinder the readjustment of the growing ligand in the

binding pocket.

Once the initial DT A(B) states have been prepared, the NE transi-

tions A(B) ! (A)B are controlled in GROMACS via the topology A and

B files with linear interpolation between the initial A(B) and arrival, (A)

B, potential function of the ligands. The harmonic restraint between

the A and B ligands must be constantly enforced during the whole NE

trajectories. Soft-core regularization38,39 for both electrostatic and

Lennard–Jones interactions are needed at the end-states λ = 0 and

λ = 1 to avoid catastrophic singularities while numerically integrating

the equations of motion. In a given thermodynamic state (bound or

unbound), the NE transitions are conducted in both the forward, A(B)

! (A)B, and reverse, B(A) ! (B)A, direction, performed with inverted

time schedule, that is, with the same time duration. So, to compute an
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RDFE, one must run four NE transitions, in the forward and reverse

sense and in the bound and unbound states.

The forward, Wf, and reverse, Wr, alchemical work of the trans-

mutation in the n A(B) ! (A)B, and B(A) ! (B)A NE transitions, is eval-

uated by numerical integration of the ∂H/∂λ derivatives, tabulated

during the transitions at regular time intervals. These work values are

used in the BAR equation to compute the unique root ΔG given by

the crossing point of the forward Pf(W) and the mirror-symmetric of

the reverse distribution Pr(�W):

Xn

i¼1

1

1þeβ Wi fð Þ�ΔGð Þ �
Xn

i¼1

1

1þeβ Wi rð ÞþΔGð Þ ¼0: ð1Þ

Equation (1) is accurate and precise,33 so long that the two distri-

butions Pf(W) and Pr(�W) overlap significantly.40 The error on ΔG for

finite sampling is assessed by bootstrap with resampling on the collec-

tion of n forward and reverse values or can be analytically determined

by taking the derivative of Equation (1) with respect to ΔG affording

the variance-related Fischer information.33 The RDFE referring to the

A(B) ! (A)B transmutation is given by the difference between the cor-

responding transmutation free energies in the bound state and in bulk,

ΔGb, ΔGu, each evaluated via Equation (1). As the unbound and bound

state work values are statistically independent random variables by

design, the uncertainty on the RDFE estimate is obtained by summing

in quadrature the errors for ΔGb and ΔGu.

3 | RBFE CALCULATION WORKFLOW

In this section, we describe the step-by-step procedure for computing

NE-RDFE with GROMACS. The procedure is also described in the

companion GitHub tutorial.41 All necessary data and files for reprodu-

cing the results on the SAMPL9 host-guest systems (reported further

below in the section “Results” and in the Supporting Information (SI))

can be downloaded from the Zenodo public repository.37

3.1 | Preparation of the starting states for the DT
NE transitions

Force field specification on the SAMPL9 host–guest systems (see

Figure 1) can be found in References 31, 35 and in the Zenodo

archive37 (directory lib). We will assume that high-quality sampling

of the end-state equilibrium simulations of the bound and unbound

states with the guests at full coupling are available. We shall also

assume that an enhanced sampling of the gas-phase configurations

for all guests is also available. The former and the latter can be

straightforwardly obtained with GROMACS patched with the

PLUMED library42,43 using Hamiltonian Replica exchange with solute

tempering (ST-HREM). In References 44, 45 the reader can find

excellent tutorials for implementing ST-HREM simulations with

GROMACS. These configurations, obtained via ST-HREM for the

F IGURE 1 Guests (G1, G2… GN) and host (WP6) of the SAMPL9 challenge. The green arrows (curved or straight) connect the pairs for which
we computed the RBFEs. In particular, the curved arrows connect two compounds belonging to the same cycle; the straight arrows connect two
compounds on two different cycles.

MACCHIAGODENA ET AL. 1223
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bound, unbound, and gaseous state of the SAMPL9 WP6 guests can

be downloaded as PDB files from the Zenodo archive.37

Using these configurations we can produce the starting state for

any arbitrary transmutation to be performed in both senses using NE-

MD. Say that we want to make NE transitions to determine the RDFE

for the transmutation of G2 into to G1. As shown in Figure 1, this

transmutation involves a net charge change and a significant volume

change between two dissimilar chemical compounds. We first com-

bine, as outlined in the previous section, the equilibrium configura-

tions of the bound state of G2 with those of the gas-phase of G1,

thus obtaining the starting (equilibrium) states (pdb or gro files) for the

G2(G1) DT system in the bound state. We repeat this process for the

unbound state.

We then construct the top file for the DT system G2(G1) in the

bound and unbound state. This files should contain the atomic type's spec-

ification for the host and the two ligands G2 and (G1). To this end, we

may use the information in the G1, G2, and WP6 itp files produced with

standard tools for the parameterization of ligands such as LigParGen,46

PrimaDORAC,47 or Antechamber.48 The atomic types for the ghost spe-

cies (G1) must be preceded by the string DUM_ and their atomic

Lennard–Jones (LJ) parameters σ and ϵ should be set to zero. To keep the

intramolecular LJ atom-atom interactions of (G1) during the NE transitions,

we include in the top file all nonbonded atom-atom interactions between

the dummy atomic types. Below we sketch out the structure of the topol.

top for the G2(G1) DT system in the bound state. The parameters for G1,

G2, and WP6 have been generated with PrimaDORAC.47

; This is the topol.top file for a NE transition in the bound state

[defaults]

; nbfunc comb-rule gen-

pairs

fudgeLJ fudgeQQ

1 2 yes 0.5 0.8333

[ atomtypes ]

;NAME AT.NUM MASS CHARGE PTYPE SIGMA EPSILON

c3 6 12.010 0.0000 A 0.3398 0.4510

c 6 12.010 0.0000 A 0.3315 0.4134

ca 6 12.010 0.0000 A 0.3315 0.4134

;… these are the NAME SIGMA and EPS for the atoms of the ghost

DUM_c3 6 12.010 0.0000 A 0.0000 0.0000

DUM_c 6 12.010 0.0000 A 0.0000 0.0000

DUM_ca 6 12.010 0.0000 A 0.0000 0.0000

[nonbond_params]

; i j func sigma epsilon

DUM_c3 DUM_c3 1 0.3398 0.4510

DUM_c3 DUM_c 1 0.3357 0.4318

DUM_c3 DUM_ca 1 0.3357 0.4318

…

#include "ghost.itp"

#include "coupl.itp"

#include "wp6.itp"

#include "opc3.itp"

[ system ]

; Name

G1(G2)

[molecules]

; Compound #mols

GHS 1

CPL 1

WP6 1

OPC 1634

1224 MACCHIAGODENA ET AL.
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GHS, CPL, WP6, and OPC are the (residue) names, in the starting

G2(G1) pdb or gro files, of the ghost (G1) and the fully coupled ligand

G2, the host and the solvent, respectively. The topol.top for the

G2(G1) system for the unbound state has the same structure simply

missing the specifications referring to the host. The structure of the

itp files in the #include statements is standard except for the [atoms]

directive of the G1 and G2 itp files. The itp file of the initially fully

coupled G2, coupl.itp, has lines of the type:

[atoms]

; INITIAL STATE (lambda=0) FINAL STATE (lambda=1)

; TYPE RESID RESNAME PDB-NAME IGRP CHRGE MASS TYPE charge mass

1 c3 1 CPL C01 1 -0.1033 12.0100 DUM_c3 0.0000 12.0100

2 hc 1 CPL H01 1 0.0854 1.0080 DUM_hc 0.0000 1.0080

3 hc 1 CPL H02 1 0.0854 1.0080 DUM_hc 0.0000 1.0080

…

while that of the ghost (G1) has [atoms] lines of the type:

[ atoms ]

; INITIAL STATE (lambda=0) FINAL STATE (lambda=1)

; TYPE RESID RESNAME PDB-NAME IGRP CHRGE MASS TYPE charge mass

1 DUM_c3 1 CPL C01 1 0.0000 12.0100 c3 -0.0794 12.0100

2 DUM_hc 1 CPL H01 1 0.0000 1.0080 hc 0.0380 1.0080

3 DUM_hc 1 CPL H02 1 0.0000 1.0080 hc 0.0380 1.0080

…

This complex step has been fully automatized with the script

make_rbfe_dir.bash provided in the bin directory of the Zenodo

repository.37 For example, for preparing the GROMACS top and itp

files for the transmutation of G2 into G1 in the bound state, the com-

mand is launched from the main directory NE-RDFE (containing all

data for the SAMPL9 systems) as.

$ make_rbfe_dir.bash g01 g02 b

This command combines the (WP6-bound) configurations of G2

with the gas-phase configuration of G1 generating the starting config-

urations for the G2(G1) ! (G2)G1 transition and the associated top

and itp files. All these files are found in a newly created sub-directory

named b-g01-g02. In particular, the starting equilibrium PDB files,

containing the ghost and the coupled ligand, will be located in a sub-

directory of b-g01-g02 named b-g01-PDBS.

To produce the corresponding directory for the unbound state,

it suffices to relaunch the command as.

$ make_rbfe_dir.bash g01 g02 u

All files for performing the G2(G1) ! (G2)G1 transition in the

unbound state will be generated in the sub-directory of the main NE-

RDFE directory named u-g01-g02. The reverse transitions G1(G2) !
(G1)G2 for the bound and unbound states can be prepared with the

commands.

$ make_rbfe_dir.bash g02 g01 b

$ make_rbfe_dir.bash g02 g01 u

3.2 | Generation of the multiple directories from
the initial A(B) sampling and submission of the parallel
job for the swarm of the NE transitions on the HPC
system

Once the starting configuration and top/itp files have been generated

in the b-g01-g02, b-g02-g01 and u-g01-g02, u-g02-g01 directories, in

each of these four directories we have to create as many sub-

directories as starting configurations G2(G1) or G1(G2) in the bound

MACCHIAGODENA ET AL. 1225
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and unbound states and produce corresponding tpr data files using

the GROMACS gmx grompp command.

gmx grompp -f filename.mdp -c filename.pdb -p../topol.top

-maxwarn 100 -o topol.tpr

The mdp main input files for the bound and unbound states are

identical except possibly for the number of steps (usually higher in

the bound state). The simulation setup provided in the mdp

Zenodo example is standard, with PME49 for electrostatics, con-

straints on H-bonds, Parrinello-Rahman50 for constant pressure

and the Bussi velocity scaling51 for constant temperature. Temper-

ature and pressure are set to 298 K and 0.1 MPa, respectively. The

mdp files contain the specification for the free energy module. The

initial λ value should be set to 0 in all cases, with a positive delta-

lambda equal to 1/nsteps. For the SAMPL9 systems, the duration

of NE alchemical transitions specified in the mdp files is of 1 ns

and 0.5 ns for the bound and unbound state, respectively. In the

mdp we must also impose the harmonic restraint between the two

guests via the pull command. In GROMACS, in topology-controlled

transmutations, the coupling-intramol = no directive has no effect

on the intramolecular electrostatic interaction that are regulated

by the λ-coupling. Unlike in ORAC, where the decoupled state in

both legs of the cycle corresponds to the gas-phase ligand, in the

GROMACS NE-RDFE implementation the decoupled state is a

hybrid state with full LJ intramolecular interactions and zero

charges. Also, at variance with ORAC where growing and annihilat-

ing species do not feel each other, in GROMACS the two ligands

are subject to λ-dependent intermolecular interactions while trans-

muting. The λ path connecting the end-state in an NE-RDFE calcu-

lation is hence significantly different in the ORAC and GROMACS

implementations. The final RDFE, a state function, should be unaf-

fected by the differences in the λ path as the end-states in the

alchemical thermodynamic cycle are identical in ORAC and

GROMACS.

The generation of the tpr for the swarm of the NE transitions

has been automated by the Zenodo-provided script maketpr.

bash. By launching this command in each of the four DT direc-

tories b-g01-g02, b-g02-g01 and u-g01-g02, u-g02-g01, for each

initial DT state prepared in Step 1, a sub-directory with a corre-

sponding tpr file is generated using the appropriate gmx grompp

command.

3.3 | Running the NE alchemical simulations on a
HPC system and production of the dhdl files

Once the initial DT states have been fully prepared in the form of

GROMACS tpr files using the maketpr.bash, we are now ready to

run the four parallel jobs on the HPC that will afford the calcula-

tion of the RDFE for the G2(G1) ! (G2)G1 process. This step is

system-dependent. On the M100/CINECA HCP system,52 the

workload manager is SLURM.53 In the Zenodo archive,37 we pro-

vide an application script (make_submit_slr.bash) for generating in

the four DT directories a SLURM submission script for the M100

heterogeneous platform. Each M100 node has 4 NVIDIA Volta

V100 GPUs and 128 IBM-Power9 CPU cores. The submission

script is hence designed to use n/4 nodes in total, running n MPI

processes, each corresponding to an NE trajectory using 1 GPU

and 32 OpenMP threads. An example of this script is given below

for the DT directory b-g01-g02.

#!/bin/bash

#SBATCH ––job-name b-g01-g02

#SBATCH -N1 ––ntasks-per-node=4

#SBATCH ––cpus-per-task=32

#SBATCH ––ntasks-per-socket=2

#SBATCH ––time=1:00:00

#SBATCH ––gres=gpu:4

#SBATCH ––nodes=50

#SBATCH -A IscrB_NE-RBFE

#SBATCH ––partition=m100_usr_prod

#SBATCH ––qos=m100_qos_bprod

#load gromacs module (CINECA M100)

module load profile/lifesc

module load autoload gromacs/2021.4

mdir=‘ls -d b[0-9][0-9][0-9][0-9]‘

mpirun -n PROC gmx_mpi mdrun -notunepme -v -multidir

$mdir -sn
topol.tpr -ntomp 32 -pin on

GROMACS, with the multidir option, runs in this case

200 alchemical simulations using the tpr files stored in the

200 directories (created using maketpr.bash) matching the string b

[0–9][0–9][0–9][0–9]. The G2(G1) system size for the bound state

includes ≈ 5 K atoms and the parallel job on M100 is completed in

the less than 20 wall clock minutes. The notunepme option is used

to avoid that the direct lattice contribution for the finite size cor-

rection54 in an alchemical process involving a net charge change

(as in the G2 to G1 transmutation) is modulated by a λ-dependent

η during the transition, with η being the Ewald convergence param-

eter. Note that the Direct-Lattice Finite Size Correction (DLFSC) in

GROMACS is evaluated during the transition via the function

ewald_charge_correction in the ewald.cpp module and not a pos-

teriori as in ORAC. So in GROMACS the DLFSC contribution to the

free energy is computed for each NE trajectory and bears a volume

dependency (due to e.g., the volume disparity of the G1 and G2

1226 MACCHIAGODENA ET AL.
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species) that is not included in the approximated ORAC DLFSC. As

we have chosen here, as in Refs. [28, 31], a neutralization protocol

based on the simple uniform background plasma in PME with no

counter-ions, and due to the high charge of the WP6 host (�12 e),

we may expect some non-negligible difference in the DLFSC con-

tribution in ORAC and GROMACS.

3.4 | Calculation of the RBFE from the dhdl files
using BAR and v-DSSB-BAR

Once the parallel jobs launched from each of the 4 DT directories

(b-g01-g02, b-g02-g01 and u-g01-g02, u-g02-g01) are completed,

we should have in each of the corresponding n sub-directories the

dhdl.xvg files with the time record of the derivative of the potential

energy with respect to the λ alchemical parameter. We now compute

from the dhdl.xvg files by integration the alchemical work done in the

forward (b-g01-g02, u-g01-g02) and reverse (b-g02-g01, u-g02-g01)

NE trajectories so as to apply twice Equation 1 for the bound and

unbound processes to recover the RDFE for the transmutation of G2

into G1 as ΔG = ΔGb � ΔGu. The Zenodo-provided37 script RDFE.

bash does all these operations automatically, including the evaluation

of the 95% confidence interval by bootstrapping with resampling. For

usage of the RDFE.bash, we refer to the GitHub tutorial41 and to the

documentation provided in the Zenodo archive.37

In the SI, the full sequence of UNIX commands for computing the

RDFE of the transmutation of G2 into G1 is reported in Scheme S1.

4 | RESULTS ON SAMPL9 HOST–GUEST
SYSTEMS

In Figure 1, we show the host–guest systems of the SAMPL9 chal-

lenge. The arrows indicate the 22 transmutations considered.

Results for the RDFE are shown in Figure 2 where we report the

correlation diagram between experimental35,55 and GROMACS-

computed RDFEs, and the correlation diagram between GROMACS-

computed and ORAC-computed RDFEs. RDFEs with corresponding

error bars are also tabulated in Tables S1 and S2 of the SI. In Table 1,

we report the full mutual correlation metrics regarding experimental,

GROMACS-computed and ORAC-computed RDFEs.

F IGURE 2 a) correlation
diagram between experimental
and GROMACS-computed RDFEs
(units are in kcal/mol). Outliers
(≥3 kcal/mol) b) are marked in red.
b) Correlation diagram between
ORAC-computed and
GROMACS-computed RDFEs
(units are in kcal/mol). Outliers

(≥3 kcal/mol) are marked in red.
The direct (one step) ORAC-
computed transmutations are
marked in blue color.

TABLE 1 Correlation metrics
R a b MUE τ ρc MSE

Exp-GROMACS 0.71 1.28 �0.94 2.66 0.50 0.58 0.82

Exp-ORAC 0.68 1.04 �0.37 1.99 0.56 0.61 0.35

ORAC-GROMACS 0.81 0.95 �0.47 2.15 0.58 0.79 0.47

Note: R is Pearson's coefficient; a is the best-fitting line slope; b is the best-fitting line intercept; MUE is

the mean unsigned error; τ is the Kendall rank coefficient; ρc is the Lin concordance coefficient; MSE is

the mean-signed error. Units of b, MSE, and MUE are in kcal/mol.

TABLE 2 Cycle closure conditions in the network of Figure 1. The
BAR entries (values in kcal/mol) refer to the sum of the RDFEs of the
cycle, each computed using BAR.

Cycle BAR

g01!g02 g02!g03 g03!g01 �0.29 ± 0.99

g03!g04 g04!g05 g05!g03 �0.23 ± 0.95

g05!g06 g06!g07 g07!g05 �0.23 ± 1.00

g07!g08 g08!g09 g09!g07 0.71 ± 1.10

g09!g10 g10!g11 g11!g09 �0.72 ± 0.89

g11!g12 g12!g13 g13!g11 �0.33 ± 0.80

g05!g06 g06!g07 g07!g08 g08!g05 1.22 ± 1.21

g01!g02 g02!g03 g03!g04 g04!g01 0.00 ± 1.09
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The agreement between the experimental and GROMACS-

computed RDFEs is good and in line with expectations.31 Outliers do

not depend on volume change or on the chemical dissimilarity index

(e.g., Tanimoto).

The deviations between experimental and GROMACS-computed

show, nonetheless, a weak correlation with the net charge change,

highlighting the critical role played by electrostatics in the SAMPL9

challenge.

In Table 2, we report the cycle-closure conditions (CCC) using the

BAR-based estimates of the RDFEs (Table S1 of the SI) for the six

3-nodes and the two 4-nodes cycles of Figure 1. Errors have been

summed in quadrature. As it can be seen the CCC is satisfied within

error bars for all eight cycles, demonstrating the robustness of the

NE-RDFE estimates.

The agreement between ORAC-computed31 and GROMACS-

computed NE-RDFE is good (R = 0.81) although somewhat below

expectations, most notably for the MUE. The deviations for the

one-step ORAC transmutations are similar for those RDFEs that

were obtained by combining more than one ORAC-computed transi-

tions. The λ-path used in Reference 31is markedly different from

that used in GROMACS: (i) the duration time of the alchemical

transformations are different (1 ns here vs. 0.72 ns in Reference 31

for the bound state, and 0.5 ns here versus 0.36 ns in Reference 31

for the unbound state); (ii) the soft-core regularization is different.

GROMACS uses a Beutler soft-core,38 while ORAC uses a shifted

potential31; (iii) the interactions between the two transmuting species

are not present in ORAC while they are enforced in GROMACS; (iv) in

ORAC calculations, the intramolecular energy of the transmuting ligand

was not coupled to the alchemical parameter; in GROMACS only the

LJ part of the intramolecular energy was λ-independent, whereas the

electrostatic part was annihilated or created.

None of such differences should affect the final RDFE in the

alchemical thermodynamic cycle. Therefore, their impact on accuracy

and precision might arise from differences in the dissipation (i.e., in the

overlap of the forward and reverse work distribution). As it can be

seen from Table S1 of the SI, the errors with GROMACS are in gen-

eral smaller than those obtained with ORAC, indicating that the λ-path

protocol adopted in GROMACS is less dissipative with larger overlap

of the forward and reverse distributions.

We finally should mention two features affecting the end-

states that might be responsible for most of the observed devia-

tions between ORAC-computed and GROMACS-computed RDFEs:

(i) in GROMACS, the direct lattice PME correction for transmuta-

tions involving a change of net charge is included directly in the

dhdl terms, thus bearing a volume dependence that is not

accounted for in ORAC where the correction is evaluated a poster-

iori31; (ii) in our GROMACS calculation, there is a mismatch regard-

ing the end-states and the corresponding starting configurations.

Those corresponding to the decoupled ligand were prepared with

ORAC using HREM on the molecule in the gas-phase with the full

intramolecular potential. This is not the starting or final end-state

in the GROMACS NE runs. The decoupled ligand is in an hybrid

state, with the LJ intramolecular interaction fully on, and the

atomic charges set to 0. Larger deviations between ORAC and

GROMACS NE-RDFEs are hence expected for transmutations

involving flexible ligands (e.g., g08) as in g05-g08 or involving a

large charge change (again g05-g08). Large differences in volume

of the ligands may also have an impact (as in g10-g11). NE-RDFEs

computed with ORAC and GROMACS are reported in Table S1 of

the SI.

5 | CONCLUSIONS

We have described a protocol for computing with the popular GRO-

MACS code RDFEs between ligands differing in chemical connectivity,

volume and net charge using a nonequilibrium DT alchemical

approach. The methodology does not require any intervention on the

source code. Results for the SAMPL9 host–guest systems are in good

agreement with experimental data and strongly correlated with those

obtained with a different code where the methodology was originally

implemented (ORAC), despite significant differences in the details of

the alchemical protocol.

At variance with standard FEP where convergence is required

on each of the states of the λ stratification, the proposed method

relies on the canonical (equilibrium) sampling of the end-states only.

The latter can be reliably obtained using standard enhanced sam-

pling techniques, which are particularly effective on the low-

entropy56 bound end-state and in the gas-phase decoupled ligand.

The end states are connected by a few tens to few hundreds of fast

(few ns or few hundreds of ps) nonequilibrium alchemical trajectory

where one ligand is decoupled while the other is re-coupled, per-

formed in both directions. The overlap between the forward and

reverse work distribution, affecting the accuracy in BAR-based free

energy estimates,33 is tamed given that the initially decoupled ligand

grows in a cavity that is devoid of solvent molecules or of host/

receptor moieties, thanks to an harmonic restraints potential

between the two ligands that has no effect on the final free energy.

As we have seen for the challenging case of the SAMPL9 host–

guest systems, these features of the NE-RDFE approach allows

computing RDFEs that are not in the reach of current state-of-the-

art FEP-based methods.
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